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ABSTRACT

An experimental investigation of the flow field of an underexpanded

rectangular jet issuing from a rectangular nozzle of aspect ratio 16.7 was

undertaken. Tests were conducted for pressure ratios (settling chamber

pressure/ambient pressure) ranging from 1.6 to 5.8. For pressure ratios

greater than 1.9 the spectrum of the hot wire and microphone signals

placed in the near field of the jet show discrete frequencies generally

known as screech tones. At Fi r-Es-re ratio of 3.7, Schlieren pictures

show a distinct double wave pattern with threir source being located at

about 6 widths downstream. his results in an enhanced spreading of the

jet as compared with other pressure ratios.

A series of experiments on uncontined'' multipe jets has been per-

formed for pressure ratios rar;cinc frol: 1.6 to 3.7. Schlieren pictures

were obtained which shows that the individujl jets do not attract each other

and mixing -ith the ambient air (or secondary air) takes place quite

independently. The importance of sound waves (generated in one of the

jets) acting upon the neighboring jets is demonstrated. Using this

technique, it is shown that the mixing can be enhanced.
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STATUS OF THE EFFORT

In order to minimize errors in hot wire measurements, one of the steps

taken is to maintain equal temperatures between the calibration gas and

the test gas. The calibration gas is generally kept at room temperature

(22'C). In the present set up, which is a blown down facility, the temper-

ature in the settling chamber (see Fig. 1) varies considerably with changes

in storage pressure, settling chamber pressure and ambient conditions, and

generally oelow the room temperature. Thus, an attempt is made to bring

the settling chamber temperature up to roL2 te,--.erature by installing a

set of heaters in the air supply line as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows

a typical calibration curve for settling chamber tcrmperature (T2 ) as a

function of storage pressure (PI) and nulmber of heaters in use. As shown

clearly, without the heaters the ten;.erature of the gas for PI < 2000 psig

is below the room temperature. With the use of heaters, this temperature

is brought back to room temperature.

Flow Structure of a Sinqle Rectangular Jet

Studies of the jet were made using Schlieren and shadowgraph

techniques at pressure ratios varying from 1.6 to 5.8. Pictures taken

looking at the narrow edge of the jet (in the plane containing the small

dimension of the nozzle) are shown in Fig. 3. These pictures shown are

for a range of pressure ratios varying from 1.6 to 5.8. Figure 3a repre-

sents a typical case of a subsonic jet at a pressure ratio of 1.6 or Mach

number of 0.85. At pressure ratios greater than 1.9, shock cells are

observed in regions close to the jet exit. Figure 3b shows the jet at a

pressure ratio of 2.72. The picture shows sound waves eminating from the
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jet, and more spreading of the jet is noticed. As the pressure ratio

increased to 3.7, an organized wave pattern appears in the near field of

the jet as shown in Fig. 3c. The source of these waves on each side of

the jet seem to be located at a distance of 6 widths downstream of the

nozzle exit. Picture also shows a rapid spreading of the jet. At pressure

ratios greater than 3.7, the organized wave pattern disappears and a de-

crease in spreading is observed as shown in Fig. 3d for a pressure ratio

of 5.75.

The significant result obtained from these pictures is the spreading

rate of the jet, which plays an important role in multiple jet mixing (see

Reference 1). The flow considered here will spread linearly, i.e., d6/dx

= 6' = 6/x-x o 
= C, where 6 is some f:s',:-e (. the local scale ef the flow,

a thickness defined in some particular way. If an asyrpotic value of

6 = C can be determined from the picture, the x is determined from the0

tangent, 6 = C(x-x ). Using this prc cedurc, the spreading rate is obtained

for various pressure ratios and is plotted in Fig. 4. It is noticed from

this figure, at a pressure ratio of 3.7, the spreading rate is up by almost

50 percent when compared to the same at other pressure ratios. This gain

in the spreading rate at a particular pressure ratio of 3.7 is yet to be

understood. Some quantitative observations also can be made from these

pictures, for example, the size of shock cell. The details of these results

* are presented in Reference 2.

The changes in mixing process can be related to the disturbances in

the acoustic near-field of the jet. Thus, a more complete analysis of the

frequercy and amplitude of the sound waves in the near field as a function

of pressure ratio was obtained. These results were obtained by analyzing

A
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the output of a microphone and hot wire located beside the jet as shown

in Fig. 5. The results of this investigation are presented in Reference 2.

One of the significant results from this investigation is the effect of

the reflective surfaces near the nozzle exit. Using the reflective sur-

faces in order to enhance the visual character of the wave structure,

previous investigators found the frequency of the normal radiation is

twice that of the upstream and downstream radiation. While the present

investigation shows the frequency of radiation is nearly equal in all direc-

tions, the frequency decreases continuously as the stagnation pressure

increases. Experiments are conducted botL wiLh and without the reflecting

surfaces near the exit. The results of this investigation is presented in

Reference 2.

Some detailed PneasuremernLs of the f lc'w have been obt-'i:cd using

the pitot-tube. The results are being an,!-,zed at. this time. The measure-

ments of ';can and turbulent veloci;.y i':iei using the hot-wire will be made

during the next few months.

FlowStructurre of Mul tiple Free Jet

To examine the mixing process in multiple free jet, short exposure

(5 iis) Schlieren pictures were taken for the center three lobes at pressure

ratios ranging from 1.6 to 5.8. Figure 6a represents a typical case of a

subsonic jet at a pressure ratio of 1.6. As observed in an earlier

investigation (Reference 1), the individual jets do not attract each other

and mixing with ambient air takes place quite independently. Significant

merging first seems to occur at a location of about 17 widths downstream

of nozile exit.

.. .- .. ,...-_.--. I ,
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A picture of the jet for a pressure ratio of 2.42 is shown in Fig.

6b. As in the subsonic jet, mixing with ambient air takes place quite

independently and merging first takes place around 12 widths. Figure 6c

shows the picture for the jet at a pressure ratio of 3.7. It is observed

that the mixing is quite enhanced, and the distinct wave pattern observed

in a single jet is destroyed by the interaction of the individual jets.

For the configuration under investigation, it is found that the

mixing is quite intense at a pressure ratio of 3.7. This is due to the

fact that the spreading rate of a single free jet is quite large as shown

in Fig. 4.

Detailed measurements of the mean ani t!.:rbulert velocity field will

be made during the next few months.

It has been shown that the nature of ,he flow fro ;i a nozIe can be

greatly modified if sound waves are pern itted to inmpinge upon the jet in

the imm:iiediate neighborhood of the exit. This process generally produces

a distinct vortex pattern and gives raise to oscillations of the jet column.

A notable feature of such flow is the large angle of spread of the jet

about 300, in comparison with normal angle of about 18'. This is a result

of engulfing the neighboring stream with the jet. This process is attrac-

tive in improving the mixing of multiple jets. Thus an attempt is made

here to generate sound waves and impinge them on the neighboring jets.

To generate the sound waves, the edge tone is used which is the sound

resulting from the action of a jet emerging from a rectangular nozzle, and

impinging on a wedge, systematically placed parallel to the long dimension

of the nozzle. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. In this picture, jet

is issuiing at an exit M,ach number of 0.85. Careful observation reveals the

!I
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sound waves emanating from the jet column. These sound waves then propagate

and impinge upon the neighboring jets (see Fig. 8). This action produces

oscillations in the neighboring jets, and results in greater mixing between

them. Figure 8 shows a picture of four jets with a wedge placed in one

of them. Vortex pattern is clearly seen in the neighboring jets with

enhanced mixing as compared to the jets without the wedge (see Fig. 6a).

This technique can be effectively used in improving the mixing in a

multiple rectangular jet.

VL
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Fig. 8. Effect of an Edge Tone in a Multiple

Jet Configuration.
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